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Quiz topic:  
For each of the six questions choose the one correct answer. 
 
1.  What is the special name for the clothes tennis players wear? 
a) tennis whites 
b) match whites 
c) tennis suit 
d) tennis kit 
 
2. We say a game of golf, a football match - and a tennis ______? 
a) game 
b) play 
c) match 
d) round 
 
3.  The person who won Wimbledon last year is called the ________. 
a) defending champian 
b) defending champien 
c) defending champione 
d) defending champion 
 
4. Every year there is one player who everyone expects to win Wimbledon. This person 

is the ______. 
a) best 
b) favourite 
c) outsider 
d) insider 
 
5.  Not everyone enjoys Wimbledon - if you're not very interested in Wimbledon you 

can say: 
a) I'm not keen on Wimbledon.  
b) I'm keen on Wimbledon. 
c) I'm keen about Wimbledon. 
d) I'm not keen about Wimbledon. 
 
6. What is the name of the thing players use to hit the tennis ball? 
a) tennis bat 
b) tennis stick 
C) tennis raquette 
D) tennis racquet 
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Quiz topic:  
Answers: 
 
1.  What is the special name for the clothes tennis players wear? 
a) Correct! The rules at Wimbledon are very strict, clothes must be almost 

entirely white. 
b) That's the wrong answer. Try again. 
c) That's not correct. Try again. 
d) Sorry that's the wrong answer. Try again. 
 
 
2. We say a game of golf, a football match - and a tennis ______? 
a) Not really. There is a better answer. Try again. 
b) That's the wrong answer. Try again 
c) Correct! We talk about a tennis match 
d) Wrong answer. Try again 
 
3.  The person who won Wimbledon last year is called the ________. 
a) Bad luck - try again. 
b) Sorry wrong answer. Try again 
c) That's not correct. Try again 
d) Correct! You're a spelling champion! 
 
4. Every year there is one player who everyone expects to win Wimbledon. This person 

is the ______. 
a) This is not correct. Please try again. 
b) Correct! The favourite to win is the person everyone believes will win. 
c) That's the wrong answer. The outsider is the person the fewest people expect to 

win. 
d) Sorry that's the wrong answer. But a good guess. 
 
5.  Not everyone enjoys Wimbledon - if you're not very interested in Wimbledon you 

can say: 
a) Correct - if you're not keen on something, you don't like it very much. 
b) No sorry. This means you DO like it. 
c) Wrong answer. We don't say 'about' here. 
d)  Wrong answer, we don't use 'about' here. 
 
6. What is the name of the thing players use to hit the tennis ball? 
a) That's not correct. We say cricket bat, and baseball bat, but not tennis bat. 
b) Wrong answer. We say hockey stick, but not tennis stick. Try again. 
c) You're almost right, but check your spelling. 
d) Correct! It's a tennis racquet. Note that extra C before the Q. 


